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Abstract
Laser-induced plasma is often produced in the presence of background gas, which causes some
new physical processes. In this work, a two-dimensional axisymmetric radiation fluid dynamics
model is used to numerically simulate the expansion process of plasma under different pressures
and gases, in which the multiple interaction processes of diffusion, viscosity and heat conduction
between the laser ablated target vapor and the background gas are further considered, and the
spatio-temporal evolutions of plasma parameters (species number density, expansion velocity,
size and electron temperature) as well as the emission spectra are obtained. The consistency
between the actual and simulated spectra of aluminum plasma in 1 atm argon verifies the
correctness of the model and the numerical simulation, thus providing a refinement analysis
method for the basic research of plasma expansion in gases and the application of laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy.

Keywords: laser-induced plasma, radiation fluid dynamics model, diffusion, viscosity, heat
conduction

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

When a laser pulse of high power (�108W cm−2) is focused
on the solid target through a lens, the laser beam strongly
interacts with the target, producing a high-temperature and
dense plasma, and the plume expands along the directions

perpendicular to and parallel to the target surface. The accu-
rate establishment of the theoretical model of laser-induced
plasma plume expansion makes the process of the plasma
plume expansion standardized, which is helpful for people to
deeply understand the dynamic process of plasma plume
expansion. In vacuum, plasma plume can be regarded as an
ideal fluid with no viscosity, so its expansion can be described
by a Euler equation. In the past few decades, great progress
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has been made in experimental research and theoretical
simulation of plasma evolution [1–8], which lays a good
foundation for the standardization of expansion model of
laser-induced plasma.

Compared with that in vacuum, laser-induced plasma is
more often produced in the background gas, and its expansion
process and conservation equations are undoubtedly more
complex. Chen et al used the gas dynamics model to study the
one-dimensional spatio-temporal evolution of Cu plasma in
helium with 1 atmosphere pressure [9]. Oumeziane et al used
one-dimensional multi-species Euler equation with mass and
energy source terms to calculate the evolution of copper
plasma in helium gas [10]. However, due to the free expan-
sion of plasma in radial direction and the limited expansion in
axial direction, the two-dimensional characterization in both
axial and radial directions is more urgent. There has also been
a lot of research in this area. For example, Ho et al calculated
the two-dimensional distribution of temperature, pressure and
velocity of the expanded aluminum plasma using the com-
pressible and non-dissipative Euler conservation equations in
argon [11]. Gusarov et al proposed a two-stage gas dynamics
model to simulate the expansion of laser ablated graphite
plasma under 100 Pa helium gas, and studied the influence of
type and pressure of background gas on the plasma [12].
Mazhukin et al employed a radiation gas dynamics model to
simulate the influence of laser intensity on the evolution of
aluminum plasma in the presence of background gas [13].
Itina et al studied the evolution of plasma in the oxygen
background gas by using a mixed model. In the early stage,
the diffusion and energy exchange between plasma plume and
the background gas were ignored, and the gas dynamics
method was used for simulation, while in the later stage, the
mass diffusion and energy exchange were considered, and the
Monte Carlo method was used for simulation [14]. Shabanov
et al used the axisymmetric Navier–Stokes equations to study
the expansion of plasma in the argon background gas [15].
The background gases in these studies are not only inert but
also reactive. Considering that an inert gas is often needed to
improve the film quality (pulsed laser deposition) and
enhance the spectral line intensity (laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy), the plasma expansion in this background gas is
investigated. However, it should be noted that since the bin-
ary plasma is produced by the collision between the laser
ablated vapor species and the background gas, this interaction
will cause some new physical processes, such as deceleration,
thermalization of the ablated species and formation of shock
waves. Therefore, the effects of mutual penetration, resistance
and energy transfer on plasma expansion in background gas
should also be considered in the model.

In this paper, a two-dimensional axisymmetric radiation
fluid dynamics model including diffusion, viscosity and heat
conduction processes is used to describe the expansion of
laser-induced plasma. The model is used to theoretically
simulate the spatio-temporal evolution of species number
density, expansion velocity, electron temperature and emis-
sion spectrum of plasma produced by laser ablation of alu-
minum target under different pressures and background gases.
The simulation results of plasma spectra are compared with

the experimental results to verify the correctness of the model
and numerical simulation, so as to provide theoretical support
for future research.

2. Theoretical model

The expansion process of plasma in non-reactive background
gas is expressed by the following equations of mass,
momentum and energy conservation [16, 17]:
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Here, r r r= +t b corresponds to the total mass density
consisting of the mass density of target vapor rt and back-
ground gas r ,b wt is the mass fraction of the target vapor, and
u, p, q, e are respectively the velocity of the plasma plume,
the local pressure, the radiation power loss, and the specific
internal energy. The expression of binary diffusion coefficient
D ,tb thermal conductivity l and viscous stress tensor t can be
found in the literature [9, 17].

Since the vapor and the background gas follow the ideal
gas law, there are the following relationships:
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where T is the electron temperature, and nt, nb, ne correspond
to the target vapor number density, the background gas
number density, the electron number density respectively.

Assuming that the plasma is in a local thermal equili-
brium state, by combining the Saha equations and the charge
conservation equations of target vapor and background gas,
the number densities of atom and ion in plasma can be cal-
culated as:
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where U, E are respectively the partition function, the
ionization potential, and z represents the charge number, and
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n ,it ,e( ) n jb ,e( ) correspond to the atom, ion, electron number
density from target vapor and background gas.

The intensity of emission line can be calculated by the
following radiation transfer equation [18]:
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where G, x are the Gaunt factor, the electron number in the
outermost shell, and ni is the ion number density, andl0 is the
central wavelength of spectral line. The oscillator strength of
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Here, A ,ji g are the

transition probability from the upper energy level j to the
lower energy level i, the degeneracy, and lD 0 is FWHM of
spectral line in optically thin condition.

In solving the above model, the computational region is
firstly divided into grids, and then the differential equations
are converted into difference equations by using the numer-
ical method of finite difference. Here, the explicit Lax–
Wendroff combined with flux-corrected transport method [21]
are used to deal with the discontinuity of the shocks, and the
no-slip-wall condition is applied to the boundary of the
computational region. As for the convergence of the differ-
ence scheme, we use the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition
to judge, and the time step Dt and grid step Ds satisfy the
relationship: D D <u t s 1./ If the initial conditions of dif-
ference simulation are known, the species number density of
vapor and background gas, expansion velocity and total
energy of plasma can be calculated from equations (1) to (4).
The Newton iteration method [9] is used to solve
equations (6)–(10), to get the electron temperature and
number density of atoms and ions. By solving equation (11),
the spectral line integral intensity in a certain direction can be
obtained. The temporal evolutions of plasma parameters can
be calculated iteratively with a certain time interval as the step
size. The initial conditions at the beginning of the laser pulse
action are determined by the physical mechanism of laser-
target interaction. In the direction parallel to the target sur-
face, the initial size of the plasma is the spot radius, while in
the direction perpendicular to the target surface, the plasma is
considered as a high-temperature and dense monatomic ideal
gas, so its initial size is close to the mean free path of species

motion [22]. After the laser is finished, the initial size of
plasma can be obtained by simulating the action of laser pulse
through kinetic method [23, 24]. This method is based on the
theory of fluid dynamics and combined with the self-simi-
larity theory to obtain the relationship between plasma size
and time. Then the forward difference method is used to
obtain the plasma size after the laser pulse. In addition, the
electron temperature of plasma can be calculated by the
formula in [25], and the number density can be determined by
the number of species vaporized at the laser spot [26]. The
initial radial and axial velocities of plasma are zero, and all
the above calculations can be done on MATLAB.

3. Experiment

The Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray INDI, 1064 nm, 7 ns, 1 Hz,
50 mJ/pulse) was incident on an aluminum target (purity:
>99.99%), which was in 1 atm argon, to create plasmas
through the focusing of a plano-convex lens (focal length:
50 mm). The sample is placed on another set of translation
platform, so that each pulse can act on a new point. The argon
was blown through the tubes on both sides of plasma at a flow
rate of 5 l min−1 to ensure that the plasma is always in the
background of argon gas. The plasma plume was amplified
5 times by a plano-convex lens, and its spectrum was col-
lected by an all-silica optical fiber into a grating spectrometer
(Acton SpectraPro, spectral range: 290–410 nm, resolution:
25.85 cm−1) that equipped with an ICCD (Princeton Instru-
ments, PI-MAX4, exposure delay: 50, 100 ns, integration
time: 10 ns). The final spectrum was obtained by averaging
50 spectra. The optical fiber was fixed on a motorized two-
dimensional translation platform (displacement precision:
0.05 μm) to realize the axial spectral scanning of the plasma
plume.

4. Results and discussions

In our work, when the laser started irradiating, it can be
considered that the radial size was the spot radius (1 mm), and
the axial size was the average free path of species motion
(generally 10−3 mm). Through the simulation of the iso-
thermal expansion stage, the radial and axial sizes of the
plasma after laser irradiation were 1 mm and 0.1 mm,
respectively. For the laser power density of 2×108W cm−2,
the vapor density was about 3.5×1019 cm−3 and the electron
temperature was about 1.9 eV at the center of the plasma.
Moreover, the initial number density and electron temperature
of the plasma follow the Gaussian distribution [27], so there

are the relationships = - -n r z n, exp r
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radial and axial sizes of the initial plasma after laser irradia-
tion, and n ,0 T0 are the vapor density and electron temperature
at the center of the initial plasma. In this paper, we considered
the first-order and second-order ionization of Al and the
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first-order ionization of Ar. The grid step used in this calc-
ulation was 0.01 mm in both directions, and the time step was
0.1 ns. The emission spectrum, intensity distribution of
spectral line, number density, expansion velocity and electron
temperature of laser-induced aluminum plasma in argon were
investigated and discussed in detail below.

4.1. Emission spectrum

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the experimental
results and the theoretical simulation of the normalized
emission spectrum in the 455–492 nm region at 50 ns and
100 ns (start timing at the end of laser irradiation) under 1 atm
argon. The spectrum was obtained from one side to the other
side of the periphery through the plasma center. As the
plasma was still in the initial stage of formation, the back-
ground of continuous radiation was very strong in both
experimental and theoretical emission spectra, and decreased
significantly with time. Moreover, the spectral lines became
weaker and narrower. The ten spectral lines that can be dis-
tinguished in the figure are all Ar+ ion lines, which have been
numbered by wavelength. However, due to the broadening of
the spectral lines caused by instrument and collisions between
particles, some spectral lines with very close wavelengths
cannot be resolved. In general, the theoretical simulation of
the emission spectrum calibrated is in good agreement with
the experimental results, especially in positions and profiles of
main peaks, so we believe that this model can be used to
describe the plasma expansion under such conditions and can
proceed with the simulation and discussion below. It should
be noted that although the radiation of aluminum species has
been taken into account in the simulation, due to the low
emission intensity, no discernable aluminum spectral line is
found in the figure. The envelope near 463 nm in the exper-
imental spectrum was determined as some unexpected N+ ion
lines, because in the absence of the argon background gas, we
still had very strong lines here, which were not the lines for

aluminum as compared to the NIST database. The argon gas
in our experiment was blown out through two tubes, so that
the ambient gas around the plasma would be inevitably mixed
with a small amount of air. The resulting vapor plasma would
collide with a mixture of argon and nitrogen, allowing the
ionic emission line of nitrogen to be observed. Moreover, at
the initial stage of plasma, the ionic lines are strong and the
line widths are wide. The simulation wavelengths of these
lines and the energy level transitions given by NIST are listed
in table 1.

4.2. Species number density

Background gas has a great influence on laser-induced
plasma, so we have carried out theoretical simulation of
plasma expansion under different pressures and gases, in
order to clearly study the variation of plasma parameters.
Figure 2(a) shows the change of total species number density
of background gas with time (0–100 ns) at the edge of plasma
under different argon pressures and gases in 1 atm. It can be
seen that in the early stage of plasma after laser ablation, the
total species number density of background gas at the edge of
plasma increases gradually. This was caused by the interac-
tion between the target vapor produced by laser ablation and
background gas, which greatly increased the number density
of background gas species. Moreover, with the increase of gas
pressure, the interaction between target vapor and background
gas became stronger, and the total species number density of
background gas in the plasma plume also increased. In other
inert gases, such as neon or krypton, the relationship between
plasma species number density and pressure has a similar
time evolution trend. At the same atmospheric pressure, the
smaller the atomic mass, the greater the number density of the
background gas. As the atomic mass decreases, the diffusion
between vapor plasma and background gas becomes stronger.
Figure 2(b) depicts the maximum number density of Al under
different background gases in 1 atm. At the same time, the

Figure 1. A comparison of experiment (above) and theoretical (below) normalized emission spectra under 1 atm argon.
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number density of Al vapor plasma decreases as the atomic
mass of background gas decreases, which is due to the
reduction of the binding effect on Al vapor plasma. The
number density of Al vapor plasma is opposite to that of
background gas in relation to atomic mass. It is also noted in
[28] that the background gas with a larger atomic mass makes
plasma denser. Figure 3 gives the axial evolution of total
species number densities of Al and Ar at the plasma center

under 1 atm argon at different time. Here, the solid and hol-
low points represent the species number density of Al and Ar,
respectively. We can intuitively see that the maximum num-
ber density of Ar is almost in the front of the plasma, indi-
cating that the background argon was pushed away by the
target vapor. Here, the contact between vapor plasma and
background gas causes the species to collide violently, pro-
ducing either excited or ionized species of Ar. As the

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of total species number density of background gas at the edge of plasma under different pressures and gases
(a) and temporal evolution of maximum number density of Al under different gases (b).

Table 1. Spectral lines information.

λ (nm)

Number Exp. NIST Element Aji (×106 s−1) Configuration J Term

456.4406 Ar+ 29.00 3s23p44p–3s23p45s 3/2–1/2 4S–4P
1 457.899 457.9349 Ar+ 80.00 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 1/2–1/2 2P–2S

458.5817 Al+ 10.00 3s4d–3s7f 3–4 3D–3F
458.8082 Al+ 1.12 3s4d–3s7f 3–3 3D–3F
458.8191 Al+ 8.91 3s4d–3s7f 2–3 3D–3F
458.9674 Al+ 1.56 3s4d–3s7f 2–2 3D–3F
458.9742 Al+ 8.41 3s4d–3s7f 1–2 3D–3F

2 459.138 458.9898 Ar+ 66.40 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 3/2–5/2 2D–2F
459.8763 Ar+ 6.70 3s23p43d–3s23p44p 3/2–3/2 2D–2P

3 460.829 460.9567 Ar+ 78.90 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 5/2–7/2 2D–2F
463.7232 Ar+ 7.10 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 5/2–5/2 2D–2F

4 465.899 465. 7901 Ar+ 89.20 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 3/2–1/2 2P–2P
466.3056 Al+ 58.10 3p2–3s4p 2–1 1D–1P
470.1148 Al2+ 7.67 2p64f–2p65d 5/2–3/2 2F–2D
470.1412 Al2+ 7.31 2p64f–2p65d 7/2–5/2 2F–2D
472.1591 Ar+ 15.00 3s23p44p–3s23p45s 3/2–3/2 4S–4P

5 472.772 472.6868 Ar+ 58.80 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 3/2–3/2 2P–2D
473.2053 Ar+ 6.70 3s23p43d–3s23p44p 5/2–3/2 2D–2P

6 473.448 473.5906 Ar+ 58.00 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 5/2–3/2 4P–4P
7 476.490 476.4864 Ar+ 64.00 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 1/2–3/2 2P–2P
8 480.545 480.6020 Ar+ 78.00 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 5/2–5/2 4P–4P
9 484.825 484.7810 Ar+ 84.90 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 3/2–1/2 4P–4P

486.5911 Ar+ 15.00 3s23p44p–3s23p45s 3/2–5/2 4S–4P
10 487.979 487.9863 Ar+ 82.30 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 3/2–5/2 2P–2D

488.9042 Ar+ 19.00 3s23p44s–3s23p44p 1/2–1/2 2P–2P
490.4100 Al2+ 35.10 2p65d–2p67f 5/2–7/2 2D–2F
490.4100 Al2+ 32.70 2p65d–2p67f 3/2–5/2 2D–2F
490.4751 Ar+ 3.70 3s23p43d–3s23p44p 5/2–7/2 2F–2F

5
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evaporation process stops, the vapor density decreases rapidly
due to the lack of material supply, and the maximum location
changes from near the target to near the plasma front. The
maximum Ar number density is 0.3 mm from the surface at
50 ns and 0.45 mm at 100 ns. Before the plasma front, the
number density of Ar tends to be 2.5×1019 cm−3, which is
equal to that of 1 atm argon at room temperature.

When the vapor plasma expands into background gas, the
resulting Rayleigh–Taylor instability affects the uncertainty
of measurement signal. It occurs when the mass density of
vapor plasma is higher than that of background gas. Here we
used the Atwood number r r r r= - +A t b t b( ) ( ) to eval-
uate the instability of plasma [29]. Figure 4 shows the tem-
poral evolution of Atwood number at the interface under
different pressures and gases. As can be seen, the Atwood
number decreases monotonously with time and changes from
instability to stability, and the plasma seems to be always
stable under 1 atm argon. Moreover, the decrease of pressure
and atomic mass of background gas can lead to an increase of
instability time. Then we investigate the instability according
to the temporal evolution of species number density. Figure 5
gives the species number density distributions of vapor
plasma under 1 atm argon at different time, showing the
migration of plasma species. It can be seen that with the
outward expansion of the plasma, the location of the max-
imum species number density moves rapidly from the side of
target surface to the vicinity of the shock wave. Although the
plasma is stable during this period, the massive migration of
plasma species can lead to the generation of initial instability
and the further amplification.

4.3. Expansion velocity

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the radial and axial
expansion velocities of plasma and the distance from the
center of plasma at 100 ns under different argon pressures and
vacuum. It can be seen that near the center of plasma, the
relationship between the velocity and the distance is basically

linear in both directions, while near the edge of plasma, it
becomes nonlinear. In vacuum, the radial and axial expansion
velocities of plasma increase monotonously with the increase
of distance. But in argon, due to the direct contact between
plasma and background gas, they first increase near the
plasma center and then decrease near the plasma edge, where
it transfers momentum and energy to the background gas,
reducing its own momentum and energy. The decrease in
velocity near plasma edge is found after using the expansion
model. In addition, the radial and axial velocities in the
background gas are smaller than those in the vacuum, and the
larger the velocity, the more obvious the difference. For
example, in 1 atm argon, the radial velocity at the edge
decreases by half and the axial velocity by two thirds com-
pared with that in vacuum. Figures 7(a) and (b) respectively
show the temporal evolution of maximum expansion velo-
cities at radial and axial directions under different argon
pressures and different background gases in 1 atm. For the
initial plasma, the axial expansion velocity of the edge is
much higher than the radial expansion (about an order of
magnitude), which is determined by the initial plasma con-
ditions and initial plasma shape in particular. The pressure
gradient in axial direction is much stronger than that in radial
direction, resulting in a strong acceleration away from the
target. This is the so-called ‘flip-over’ effect that especially
pronounced in vacuum. In figure 7(a), under different argon
pressures, the radial and axial maximum velocities of the
plasma increased almost monotonously in the investigated
time range. In a physical sense, after the pulsed laser is ended,
the plasma continues to expand, converting its internal energy
into kinetic energy, which results in an increase in the velo-
city of species in the plasma. Moreover, the lower the gas
pressure is, the more the velocity of species in the plasma
increases. In figure 7(b), the larger the atomic mass of the
background gas, the smaller the plasma velocity.

Figure 3. Axial evolution of total species number densities of Al
(solid points) and Ar (hollow points) at the plasma center under
1 atm argon at different time.

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of Atwood number at the interface
under different pressures and gases.
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4.4. Size

Figure 8(a) depicts the theoretical simulation of the temporal
evolution curves of radial (r, hollow points) and axial (z, solid
points) sizes of Al plasma edge in 0–100 ns under different
argon pressures. The comparison of evolution curves of
plasma size under vacuum is also given. Here, the edge of the
plasma is approximately taken as (1/e)1/2 of the maximum
plasma density. It can be seen that the axial size of the initial
plasma is much smaller than the radial size (about an order of
magnitude). In the direction parallel to the target, due to the
low velocity, the net expansion distance of the plasma is
much lower than that perpendicular to the target. When the
argon pressure is lower than 1.0×103 Pa, the difference of
radial size becomes no longer visible. During the expansion
process, the laser-induced plasma collides with the ambient
gas, which hinders and constrains the expansion behavior of
the plasma. The larger the gas pressure is, the greater the
resistance caused by the collision between the plasma plume
and the background gas is, and the smaller the size of plasma
is. This is consistent with the experimental results that the
plasma size decreases monotonously with the increase of gas
pressure [30]. Figure 8(b) shows the temporal evolution
curves of axial size of vapor plasma under different

background gases in 0–100 ns at 1 atm. For the inert gases
used, the axial size increases linearly with time after 10 ns.
The smaller the atomic mass of background gas, the less
binding to the vapor plasma, causing the axial size larger.
Similarly, from the experimental comparison on expansion of
aluminum plasma in helium, nitrogen and argon, it is con-
cluded that the atomic mass of argon is the largest, and the
size of plasma formed in argon is the smallest [30].

4.5. Electron temperature

Figures 9(a) and (b) respectively show the contour diagram
under 1 atm argon and spatial evolution under different gases
in 1 atm of plasma electron temperature at 100 ns. In
figure 9(a), the one-dimensional power source theory pro-
posed by Chen et al [31, 32] was used in the axial simulation,
giving the plasma velocity near the target surface. The basic
core of the theory is to treat the plasma ejected from the target
as the power source. After the pulsed laser irradiation, the
whole plasma leaves the target surface at a high speed, and
the plasma tail moves at a uniform speed in the direction
perpendicular to the target surface. In this case, the speed is
about 105 cm s−1. Then we can calculate the distance between
plasma and target surface at a certain delay. It is shown that
the outer contour of the plasma is a radially elongated ellip-
soid, and the electron temperature gradually decreases from
the center to the periphery. It can be predicted that after a
period of time, the plasma will become an axially elongated
ellipsoid. After interacting with laser, the plasma leaves the
target surface at high speed, which is in good agreement with
the experimental results reported by others [33]. The max-
imum electron temperature appears at the plasma center of
0.1 mm in the axial coordinate. Figure 9(b) shows that the
plasma temperature decreases with the increase of axial dis-
tance. Near the shock wave, there is a slight increase in
temperature, especially in the gas with small atomic mass. At
the same atmospheric pressure, the vapor plasma is hotter in
the background gas with larger atomic mass. This is because
the heat conduction between them is weaker, resulting in a
slower plasma temperature dissipation.

Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution curves of elec-
tron temperature in the center of plasma plume from 0 to
100 ns under different argon pressures and vacuum (a) and
gases in 1 atm (b). In figure 10(a), during this period, the
target surface and the plasma no longer absorb the external
energy, and the plasma begins to expand adiabatically. It can

Figure 5. Two-dimensional distributions of species number density of vapor plasma under 1 atm argon at different time.

Figure 6. Expansion velocities of plasma at different radial and axial
positions at 100 ns under different argon pressures and vacuum. The
line-symbol in the inset shows the change in edge velocity at 1 atm
argon.
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be seen that all the curves show a gradual downward trend, as
the plasma expands adiabatically, increasing in volume and
decreasing in temperature. For the same delay, the higher the
argon pressure is, the higher the electron temperature in the
plasma center is. This means that as the gas pressure increa-
ses, the electron temperature decreases more slowly. This is
because with the increase of external pressure, not only the

plasma is confined and expansion is limited, but also the
species density of gas increases, and the collision between Al
vapor and background gas is enhanced, hence the high elec-
tron temperature persists longer. In figure 10(b), the plasma
temperature also decreases with time under different gases.
The atomic mass of background gas is smaller and its
temperature is lower, which is the result of the increase of

Figure 7. Temporal evolution of maximum expansion velocities at radial and axial directions under different argon pressures (a) and different
background gases (b).

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of plasma size under different argon gas pressures (a) and different gases (b).

Figure 9. Contour diagram under 1 atm argon (a) and spatial evolution under different gases in 1 atm (b) of plasma electron temperature at
100 ns.
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heat conduction and the decrease of collision frequency
between aluminum plasma and background gas. From the
above two figures, we can come to the conclusion that the
high pressure gas or large atomic mass gas has a strong
binding effect on the expansion of plasma, which can keep
the plasma in a high-temperature state for a long time. This
conclusion is also consistent with the previous experimental
results [30, 34].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-dimensional axisymmetric radiation fluid
dynamics model is used to simulate the plasma expansion in
the inert background gas by integrating the diffusion, visc-
osity and heat conduction processes between the laser ablated
target vapor and the background gas. We use the radiation
transfer equation to simulate the emission spectrum of the
plasma, in which the influence of three absorption processes
on the emission lines is considered. The theoretical simulation
results are verified by the plasma spectrum collected in the
experiment, which proves the correctness and reliability of
this model. We also use this model to study the spatio-tem-
poral evolution of the number density, expansion velocity,
size and electron temperature of laser-induced aluminum
plasma. The results show that both the size and expansion
velocity of the plasma under different argon pressures are
smaller than those in the vacuum due to the resistance caused
by the collision with the background gas. This conclusion is
also applicable to other inert gases. Different from the
monotonous increasing trend of plasma edge expansion
velocity in vacuum, it will decrease in the background gas.
This is our finding when the interaction between plasma and
background gas is taken into account, compared to other
research that simulates the expansion of plasma in back-
ground gas. With the increase of background gas pressure, the
expansion of plasma is limited and the number of species
colliding with the laser ablated vapor increases, which makes
the plasma temperature rise and the temperature gradient

decrease. Similarly, the higher the atomic mass, the higher the
plasma temperature. In this study, an increase in pressure or
atomic mass of background gas leads to a smaller, denser and
hotter plasma, and also shortens the instability time. In this
way, it is possible to control the plasma expansion process by
changing the parameters of background gas, such as pressure
or gas type. In fact, the stability of the finite difference
method used in this paper is not only related to the difference
scheme itself, but also to the time and space step. To ensure
the stability, we use a small time step to calculate the evol-
ution of plasma parameters within 100 ns, which is a lot of
computation. In this time range, the plasma is close to the
local thermal equilibrium state. In the future, we will continue
to study the evolution of plasma on a longer time scale.
Moreover, we will model the plasma expansion in the reactive
gas, which is sometimes necessary for the laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy technique.
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